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When I cons I der what range management 
and wi Idllfe management people are supposed 
do, it is hard for me to imagine them not 
working together. But they operate 
Independently most of the time, even on the 
same piece of grou nd. Obv i ous I y they and 
the resource could benefit from cooperative 
efforts. I have spent 18 of the last 30 
years working at the interface between 
range and wildlife management and have 
Observed some of the obstacles to 
cooperation. Many are obvious but are 
Ignored. Others are not so obvious, and 
many practitioners seem to be unaware of 
them. Maybe we can overcome some of these 
problems If we treat them as a psychiatrist 
treats a phobia -- by bringing them to the 
surface and discussing them. 

I have grouped the obstac I es to 
cooperation into four categories: (1) the 
public agencies we work for or deal with, 
(2) the education we are given and how we 
use it, (3) the lack of knowledge about our 
resources, (4) and people. I would I Ike to 
br I ef I y discuss each of these categor I es. 
As I discuss them It will become obv lous 
that they are a I I bas Ica I I y peop Ie 
problems. 

GOVERNMENT 
Everyone blames the government for 

their problems, and government agencies 
shou I d share the blame for prob I ems that 
dea I with range and w II d I I fee Government 
agencies are large, clumsy, and slow to 
respond. They make genera I ru I es and set 
broad policies. But problems Involving 
livestock and wi Idllfe often need Immediate 
and very specific responses. Delays can 
prod uce a so I ut Ion too I ate and one not 
focused on the spec I f ic cause. Government 
agencies are bound by rigid, long-term 
planning and budgeting. The long-term 
commitments prevent us from taking 
advantage of unanticipated opportunities 
for coordinated efforts to solve range and 
wi Idllfe management problems. After we 
squeeze these opportun I ties I nto our work 
plans and budgets, we find that what was an 
opportun Ity has become a prob lem and must 
be treated as such. 

The plants and animals we deal with are 
unaware of budgets, the p I ann I ng process, 
and travel restr ictlons. They respond to 
temperature, ra I nfa I I, snow depth and day 
length, but not to government schedu les. 
Undaunted, government grinds on, divided 
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I nto eight-hour days, five-day weeks, and 
fiscal years. It doesn't matter whether 
those days, weeks, or years are wet or dry, 
cold or hot. The government system is not 
driven by the same things that drive plants 
and an I ma Is. Somehow we need to get mor e 
flexibility Into our system so that we can 
be responsive to real-world situations as 
they arise. 

EDUCATION 
Education and the way we use it are 

often obstacles to reaching range and 
wildlife goals. Many principles and 
theor i es are taught as though they were 
physical "laws." We regurgitate these 
"laws" at exam time, again and again, until 
we cease to question or even examine them 
closely. The problem Is not that they are 
wrong, Just that they are not always 
right. We need to remember not to apply 
those pr i nc I pies and theor i es beyond the 
scope of the situation In which they were 
developed. Acknowledgment of this problem 
can be found I n the new w I I d life text by 
James Ba II ey <1984:4). He quotes Kingman 
Brester: "Just when you think you've got 
It, good teachers w I I I somet I mes seem to 
take almost sadistic pleasure in proving to 
you that you are wrong. Educat i on, not 
Indoctrination is their task." I think 
th I s II I ustrates a good so I ut i on to the 
problem of the over-trained and 
under-educated student. 

Wildlife students are usually well 
trained In zoology but have little plant 
ecology, plant morphology, or soils 
training. Yet many become biologists who 
spend the major portion of their career 
working on habitat problems. This usually 
means working with plants. WI Idl Ife 
students se I dom take a range management 
c I ass but are to I d repeated I y about the 
evils of overgrazing. It seems that most 
wi Idllfe students are unaware of the word, 
grazing, without the prefex "over." 

Range students are wei I trained in 
plant and animal sciences. However, their 
an I ma I sc I ence is or i ented toward 
agricultural production. Few range 
students take any w I I d life management 
courses--at least not enough to develop a 
real wi Idl Ife ethic. 

Students In both fields should be 
encouraged to "cross over" and ga I n some 
knowledge and appreCiation of the other 
disciplines. Their careers wi I I not be 
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carr I ed out I n a vacuum vo I d of outs I de 
Inf luences. They will have to deal with 
other resources. Almost all western 
wIldlIfe or Its habitat Is affected. eIther 
negatIvely or positIvely. by range 
livestock. Every range management decIsion 
Is a wildlife decision and wildlife should 
be considered In that process. 

LACK OF KNOWLEOGE 
The lack of knowledge about the animals 

we work with. their needs. and their 
Interactions with their habitats are 
further obstacles to reaching range and 
wi Idllfe goals through cooperation. In 
th Is area. range managers are much better 
off than wi Idllfe managers. We have a long 
history of sound research In rangeland 
management and range animals. We know what 
the nutritional and habitat needs of range 
livestock are and how to meet them. We can 
control or supplement their range when it 
fal Is short of their Identified needs. 
WI J d II fe research. on the other hand. Is 
very difficult. We seldom have our animals 
In hand. and research conducted with 
restrained wild animals may not be 
applicable to free-ranging animals. 
Wildlife are difficult to move or provide 
supplements for. even If we understood 
exactly what their needs are. which of 
course. we often don't. 

In a review of the George Reserve work, 
Caughley (1980:1339) commented. "Most large 
mammal studies coalesce Into an amorphous 
mass of nothing much." He also said 
"White-tailed deer are the most studied and 
least understood of animals." I believe he 
would find that mule deer are In a similar 
state. The literature Is cluttered with 
research resu I ts that have I I tt Ie 
application to any real-world problems that 
wlldlifers face. Even with good, sound 
wi Idllfe research, the range of 
applications Is very narrow. It Is 
dangerous to extrapolate very far In 
location or time. The conditions vary 
greatly In ways we find difficult to 
measure or understand. 

We frequently do not know how much 
conf I dence we can put I n the "laws" we 
learned In school. Romesburg (1981:293) 
po I nted out that "Research hypotheses are 
proposed. and either made into ' law' 
through verbal repetition. or lose favor 
and are forgotten." I might add that some 
of the verbal repetition frequently finds 
Its way Into print and becomes part of the 
permanent "law" library, being used over 
and over agal n without the user rea II zing 
Its questionable origin. During the last 
two decades most methods used to study 
rangelands have been challenged. Few 
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Improved methods emerged from th Is work. 
but the strengths and weaknesses of these 
methods are now known. However. wildlife 
specialists are using these to evaluate 
habitat, generally without knowing the 
weaknesses of the techniques. More 
recent I y many w I I d II fe study methods have 
come under close scrutiny. The 
Implications of this are frightening. For 
example, the methods we have been using to 
count birds (Verner 1985), deer (Bowden et 
al. 1984), and small mammals (Wilson and 
Anderson 1985) appear to be badly flawed. 
If we can't count these species, chances 
are we can't count very many wi Idllfe 
spec I es adequate I y. And I f we can't cou nt 
animals, how can we speak to their 
reproduction rates, population dynamics, 
habitat preferences, or anything else 
concerning their biology? The Implications 
of th I s research are I I ke I y to be a major 
blow to some of the wildlife "laws" we have 
accepted for so long. 

Simulation modeling Is a tool that has 
become very popular In both the range 
management and wildlife management fields. 
In w I I d I I fe we se I dom have the too I s to 
test the results of our modeling efforts. 
Mode II ng I s often used to make up for our 
Ignorance. We simply lack the needed 
Information about the past or present to 
have any confidence In our predictions of 
the future--so we turn to modeling. Using 
a computer to mathematically manipUlate our 
meager data bases may I mprove our 
predictions very little. Sometimes "black 
box" functions are put Into the models that 
are no better than guesses, and they are 
used by people who don't understand the 
Internal workings of the model. They 
Innocently grind through the process, 
believing every number It prints out. The 
density-dependent functions are a good 
examp Ie. We put these In because It seems 
that there should be a population response 
to density, It Is one of the "laws" we 
learned. The magnitude of the function, If 
any, may be Just a guess. and we would be 
hard pressed even to prove that the 
function was negative or positive. 

Fads have been a prob I em I n range and 
wildlife. This Is sometimes the result of 
funding, but more often It Is Just because 
we cannot IdentIfy a problem as easIly as 
we can borrow a solutIon. Range people 
have gone through phases when everyone 
tried to fix their grazing problems wIth 
the same solution. Intensity of grazing. 
burning, fertIlization, seeding, season of 
use, and fancy rotations have all been fads 
In the last 30 or 40 years. Wildlife 
peop I e have gone through the same kind of 
thing. We have tried to Increase wildlife 
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by kill i ng predators, treat I ng winter 
range, protecting predators, reducing 
livestock grazing, and now we are 
protqctlng riparian habitats and saving 
oaks. We need to identify the problem 
before we apply the cure and not Just 
fol low everyone else. 

PEOPLE 
Range and w I I d I I fe peop I e cons I der 

the I r careers as "h I gh ca I II ngsh and 
themse I ves as persons of high v I rtue for 
answering that calling. Of course I agree 
with that, but we need to keep th I ngs in 
perspective. Sometime In our life, usually 
In college or early In our careers, roost of 
us became advocates for "our resource. " 
The problem Is that many of us have become 
such strong advocates that we consc lous I y 
or unconsciously have become adversaries of 
other resources. This causes backlash when 
we are forced to work wIth peop Ie 
responsible for the other resources. 

We frequently develop tunnel vision 
when look i ng at a piece of grou nd. Two 
people looking at the same piece of ground 
perceive It quite differently. The range 
person may see It as livestock range and 
the w I I d I I fer may see I t as w I I d I I fe 
hab I tat. Often we even get roore spec I f I c 
and see It as summer range for sheep or 
fawning ground for deer. The fact Is that 
it Is both, and it may also be a pine 
plantatIon, a site for a new trail and an 
Important watershed. The quicker we 
understand that and the better we 
understand those other uses, the easier It 
will be to work with other resource 
spec I a I I st • 

SlM4ARY 
At the beginning of this talk, I said 

that I could divide the obstacles Into four 
categor I es, but that they were rea II y a II 
people problems. I blamed the government, 
but who I s the government? I put some of 
the blame for our problems on the educators 
and they are peop I e, but a I arge part of 
that comes back to us and how we use our 
education. If we have become over traIned 
and under educated, and give a "knee-Jerk" 
response to whatever we see, It Is our 
fault. We need to remember that educatIon 
should be used as a basis for future 
thinking, not as a substitute for it. 
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mentioned the lack of knowledge--our 
lack of knowledge. We who manage the 
resources need more knowledge and a lot of 
what we need is not available. But If some 
of what we need is available, and we don't 
use It, whose fault Is that? We need to 
quit responding with equal vigor to 
nonproblems as we do to real problems. We 
also need to quit treating problems before 
we really know what they are. 

I will end this discussion with two 
more quotes. The first I s another from 
Ba Iley 's book. He quotes G. A. 
Bartholomew: "Biology Is a continuum, but 
we biologists, because of our I Imitations, 
divide ourselves Into categories, and we 
pretend that these categories exist In the 
II v I ng system that we study" (Ba II ey 
1984:54). I think that explains some of 
our problems. Range and wildlife managers 
need to I earn to th I nk of themse I ves as 
natural resources managers with limited 
understanding, not as range or wildlife 
managers with total understanding. The 
next time you go to the field to look at a 
problem remember this last quote from the 
philosopher Don Neal: "Try to understand 
what you see, not to see what you 
understand." 
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